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London Sony VGN-AR Series Repair | VGN-AR NVIDIA Graphics Repair

London Sony VGN-AR Series Repair: Call Creative IT on 020 7237 6805 for quick Sony VGN-AR laptop
repair and upgrade; NVIDIA graphics chip repair.

June 16, 2010 - PRLog -- Sony VGN-AR Series Repair

Creative IT, with more than 15 years of experience in the laptop computer repair industry, offers fast and
reliable Sony VGN-AR series repair services. Whether you are a residential user, professional or small
business owner, we are your one stop destination for all kinds of laptop repair and upgrade service in
Central London. Don't hesitate to contact us today with your repair request. From broken DC power jacks,
bad inverters to hard drive failures and cracked laptop LCD screens we do it all!
http://www.creativeit.net/sony-vgn-ar-series-repair.htm

Our team of expert Sony VGN-AR series repair technicians and engineers carry out extensive diagnosis to
discover the reason of crashes, lockups or abnormal slowness. Our job is to get your defective Sony laptop
back up and running, and back to you. With turnaround time typically ranging from 1 to 2 days in most
cases you can be guaranteed that your downtime without your laptop computer will be kept to a minimum.
The services that we make available as part of our London Sony VGN-AR series repair and upgrade
services are:

   * Resolving laptop freezing or crashing issues
   * Fixing login issues and blue screen of death
   * DC power jack repair and replacement
   * Data recovery and back up
   * Virus and Spyware removal
   * Antivirus software installation
   * CD / DVD drive repair and replacement
   * Memory upgrade and replacement
   * Hard drive upgrade and replacement
   * Touchpad repair and replacement
   * Keyboard repair and replacement
   * Motherboard repair and replacement

NVIDIA had previously widely acknowledged a failure associated with some of their graphics processors
(GPU) due to a manufacturing defect in the graphics chip packaging in some VAIO models. These laptops
may exhibit distorted video, random characters or a blank screen due to a failure of the NVIDIA graphics
chip. As a part of our commitment to offer quality Sony VGN-AR series repair, for any customer who
requires repair of their VAIO laptop due to the NVIDIA graphics processor issue, we request you to contact
us at the earliest. As specialists in component level laptop repairs, we can successfully fix NVIDIA
graphics chip problems of Sony VGN-AR11x, Sony VGN-AR21x and Sony VGN-AR31x series. 
http://www.creativeit.net/home/sony-laptop-repair-london.htm

As part of our Sony VGN-AR series repair services, we can troubleshoot and repair all models of the Sony
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VGN-AR laptop series and specialise in VGN-AR11B repair, VGN-AR11M repair, VGN-AR11MR repair,
VGN-AR11S repair, VGN-AR11SR repair, VGN-AR21B repair, VGN-AR21M repair, VGN-AR21MR
repair, VGN-AR21S repair, VGN-AR21SR repair, VGN-AR31E repair, VGN-AR31M repair,
VGN-AR31MR repair, VGN-AR31S repair, VGN-AR31SR repair, VGN-AR41E repair, VGN-AR41L
repair, VGN-AR41M repair, VGN-AR41MR repair, VGN-AR41S repair, VGN-AR41SR repair,
VGN-AR51E repair, VGN-AR51J repair, VGN-AR51M repair, VGN-AR51MR repair, VGN-AR51SRU
repair, VGN-AR51SU repair, VGN-AR58J repair, VGN-AR61E repair, VGN-AR61M repair,
VGN-AR61MR repair, VGN-AR61S repair, VGN-AR61ZRU repair, VGN-AR61ZU repair, VGN-AR71E
repair, VGN-AR71J repair, VGN-AR71L repair, VGN-AR71M repair, VGN-AR71MR repair,
VGN-AR71S repair, VGN-AR71SR repair, VGN-AR71ZRU repair, VGN-AR71ZU repair, VGN-AR78E
and VGN-AR88E repair.

********************
********************

Creative IT (UK) LTD – Laptop Repair
80 Willow Walk, The Willows, Unit 6A
London SE1 5SY
Tel: 020 7237 6805

Opening hours 9am to 6pm
Monday to Saturday
info@creativeit.net
http://www.creativeit.net/

# # #

UK laptop repair company: Creative IT, in Central London, offers laptop repair London services for Sony,
Dell, IBM, HP, Compaq, Acer, Toshiba laptops.

--- End ---

Source Creative IT London
City/Town London City
State/Province London, Greater
Zip SE1 5SY
Country England
Industry Services, Computers, Business
Tags Sony Vgn-ar Series Repair, Sony Repair, Laptop, Repair, Notebook, Upgrade, Support, London, UK

, Laptop Repair, Nvidia
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